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Unheard
voices
JMU community
holds sexual assault
discussion

Va. budget woes stall BOV
Gridlock in Richmond leaves JMU unsure about future tuition and fees

By patrick mortiere
The Breeze

It was politics as usual when
JMU’s top governing body graced
campus for a day of deliberation and decision-making
despite impediments by the state
government.
On Friday afternoon, the Board
of Visitors gathered in the Festival
Board Room to report on motions
passed in committees earlier in the
day, highlight the success of JMU’s
athletics and women’s basketball
team and to discuss the financial
situation of the university during
a time of state budget uncertainty.

One topic on the minds of
members was the decision over
tuition and fees for the next academic year, considering a state
budget has yet to be passed. The
holdup in the General Assembly
is a disagreement between Senate
Democrats and House Republicans over plans for Medicare
expansion.
The Finance and Fiscal Development Committee usually
recommends JMU’s tuition and
fees to the board for the next academic year. According to Ken
Bartee, the chair of the committee, they were unable to provide
prospective tuition figures during

their meeting in lieu of the budget
gridlock.
Earlier in the day, the committee heard from Charles King,
senior vice president of administration and finance, and Diane
Stamp, the assistant vice president
for the Office of Budget Management, who discussed “a number
[of ] cost issues the university will
be facing next year, ” according to
Bartee.
He said, “Until the state budget
is approved, we did not feel it was
prudent to make recommendations to the board regarding tuition
see bov, page 4
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President Jon Alger addresses the Board
of Visitors during Friday’s meeting.
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James Robinson, the director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity, speaks
during Friday’s panel discussion.
By Chris kent
The Breeze

On Friday afternoon in Rose
Library, a collection of faculty and
students met to discuss a problem
plaguing college campuses across
the nation — sexual assault. Friday’s
panel brought to light and highlighted
the resources JMU makes available to
victims.
Sexual assault can be a very messy
affair and can often devolve into a “he
said, she said” set of circumstances.
For the number of falsely-reported
cases, there are a plethora of unreported incidents. In 2012, JMU only
had four reported cases for forced
sexual assault on campus, according
to JMU’s Department of Public Safety’s Clery Annual Crime Statistics.
According to the Rape, Abuse & Incest
National Network, more than 60 percent of cases are left unreported, yet
one in six American women will fall
prey to either rape or attempted rape
in her lifetime.
JMU hopes to change that, or at
the very least, change the amount of
cases reported to the authorities. Its
first line of defense is Campus Assault
ResponsE. CARE is a 24/7 network
that aims to help both those affected
and their friends who are seeking to
help. The organization takes phone
calls from those afflicted or friends of
the afflicted. During the panel, CARE
described themselves as a friend to
those who feel lost and to the people
who need to talk to someone.
“From our perspective, we definitely have seen an increase in reporting
which is a good thing but also a struggle in how to attack the new report,”
said Liz Howely, the assistant director
for Student Wellness and Outreach.
Victoria Bice, a student in JMU’s
school counseling program spoke
on behalf of sexual assault victims
by sharing the emotions she felt after
her attacks. Her first assault occurred,
coincidentally, during anti-rape week
in September 2009 when she attended
East Carolina University in Greenville
N.C. Then, she was attacked the following April by a different perpetrator.
Both incidents left her freshman year
of college to be considered disastrous.
At the end, she was left emotionally
scarred and alone.
“By the April time came around,
I was fairly numb to life in general,”
Bice said.
Her two encounters with assault
also left her afraid. Reporting her first

Football

Spring fling
Dukes’ weekend spring game displays next season’s potential

lauren gordon / the breeze

Redshirt junior quarterback Vad Lee celebrates a touchdown during Saturday’s spring football game. He finished 11-for-18 for 149 yards passing
and one touchdown. He also had 69 yards rushing and two more touchdowns on the ground as the purple team beat the gold team 76-51.
By wayne epps jr.
The Breeze

Head coach Everett Withers and
JMU closed a major first chapter Saturday with the spring football game at
Bridgeforth Stadium, which concluded spring drills. The Dukes showed a
glimpse of the starting quarterback battle and appear to be heading into the
summer on a positive note.
JMU split into purple and gold for
Saturday’s game, with potential starters on both sides. Under a modified
scoring system, the purple team beat
the gold 76-51.
Redshirt junior quarterback Vad
Lee and junior quarterback Michael
Birdsong went head-to-head, with Lee
running the purple offense and Birdsong the gold. The split of the teams

didn’t necessarily make for a traditional
“first team” or “second team” breakdown for either quarterback.
Lee took the statistical advantage
for the day though, finishing 11-for-18
passing for 149 yards and a touchdown,
plus 69 yards and two more touchdowns rushing. Birdsong finished
9-for-24 for 112 yards passing and an
interception.
Withers attributed some of Lee’s
advantage to having a more experienced offensive line in front of him
for the purple side, including redshirt
senior center Josh Hogan and redshirt
junior tackle Wray Fucci.
Returning starters and redshirt
seniors, center Matt Williams (gold)
and tackle Matt Cunningham (purple)
sat out for their respective teams.
“I think Vad had a little bit of the

advantage with the offensive line that
he had,” Withers said.
“And I think Michael did the best he
could with what he had up front, and
some of the skill guys.
But overall, I think they both competed, and that’s what we were looking
for — two guys that can go out and
compete today.”
Withers is still not showing his hand
on who is ahead in the quarterback battle, but did acknowledge that Lee and
Birdsong are the top two. They took all
of the snaps for their respective teams
in the first half of Saturday’s game.
Sophomore Dan Schiele (purple) and
freshman Rob Nittolo (gold) took the
majority of snaps in the second half.
“We’re not going to make a decision
see football, page 10

see panel, page 4
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Saturday was the 17th annual Blacks Run CleanUp Day and Arbor Day. This year’s event kicked off from Ralph Sampson Park. Volunteers from JMU and the
community gathered in the morning and split up into teams and were dispersed throughout the city to clean up Blacks Run, a stream that flows through
Harrisonburg. The annual event removes several tons of trash and debris from the stream. Pictured above are volunteers from the organization Net Impact.
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UN panel to advise
on global warming
Deutsche Presse-Agentur

BERLIN — Grim-faced experts flash
power point presentations on the wall,
with graphics and tables that hammer
home the same point: If humanity doesn’t
get serious about preventing global warming, things will get exponentially worse
and costly.
On Sunday in Berlin, a working group
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) will tell the world
how it could reduce greenhouse gases to
keep temperatures from rising more than
2 degrees Celsius.
The report will follow one released in
September that reinforced the scientific reasons for climate change — human
activity. In March, a second report projected the impacts: Devastation of
homes, property, food, water and human
migration.
A focus of the new report will be how to
reduce greenhouse emissions. The main
culprit is carbon dioxide (CO2), produced
mainly by the burning of fossil fuels such
as coal, oil and gas. The consequences are
polar and glacial ice melt, rising sea levels,
extreme weather.
“I expect this to be really instrumental
in fostering more action, more ambition,”
Benoit Lefevre said.

He noted successes in places like Mexico, where the wind power industry over
eight years grew from two small projects to
a huge industry with annual investments
of $1.14 billion. A big factor was money
from special green funds that provided
confidence to private investors.
What is needed is all of that global
investment plus $700 billion — or $5.7
trillion total — to be funneled into green
projects, if the world is to avoid catastrophe, according to the World Economic
Forum.

Invading Ukraine
may be Putin’s
Plan B
Los Angeles Times

RUSSIA — Russian President Vladimir Putin has amassed tens of thousands
of troops along Ukraine’s eastern border,
a reminder of his vow to protect ethnic
Russians in the neighboring country.
Using his army, however, is probably
Plan B.
Rather than repeating the “Crimean scenario” — invading, seizing and
annexing territory — the Kremlin would
prefer to keep Ukraine weak and divided
by forcing a change in how it is governed, analysts say.
Increasing regional autonomy at
the expense of the central government

would force Ukrainian authorities to
constantly balance competing visions
of the country to hold it together, and in
effect give Moscow veto power through
its influence among ethnic Russians in
the east.
Some analysts argue that the idea of
regional autonomy reflects Ukraine’s
complicated geography and shouldn’t
be dismissed just because it is being
championed by Putin. Visiting eastern Ukraine on Friday, interim Prime
Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk promised
constitutional reforms that would give
the regions more autonomy.
Moscow is pushing its approach at
diplomatic gatherings like one planned
Thursday in Geneva.
In a sign of its wish to regain influence
in Ukraine without sparking war and
further sanctions, Moscow has agreed to
include acting Ukrainian Foreign Minister Andriy Deshchytsia at the meeting
with the United States and the European
Union, even though the Kremlin considers the interim government illegitimate.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, in a meeting with U.S. Secretary of
State John F. Kerry last week in Paris,
reiterated Russia’s desire for Ukraine to
maintain “neutrality,” meaning it would
never seek to join NATO. The Russian
foreign minister also insisted that the
troop presence on Ukraine’s border
was for exercises and that Moscow has
“absolutely no intention and no interest
in crossing the Ukrainian border.

Athlete attributes
mistakes to being
‘tired’ on trial
Los Angeles Times

PRETORIA, South Africa — Oscar
Pistorius complained he was “tired”
Friday in his murder trial in South
Africa, prompting Judge Thokozile
Masipa to ask if that was “the reason
you’re making all these mistakes” in
testimony.
The Olympic athlete, charged
with murder in the death of girlfriend Reeva Steenkamp, several
times contradicted himself, recanted
or apologized for “mistakes” in his
statement. He said he was tired, adding that this was not going to change.
But Masipa cautioned Pistorius that
if he was making mistakes because he
was tired, he must say so.
State prosecutor Gerrie Nel several times called Pistorius a liar, saying
that was the reason he kept making
mistakes and contradicting himself.
The judge warned Nel not to call
Pistorius a liar while he was in the
witness box.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune
wire services.

National news
IMF urges Congress to
back reforms giving
funds more clout
Tribune Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — The U.S. made clear this past
week that it wants the International Monetary
Fund to be the emergency lender for countries like
Ukraine, but American lawmakers have persistently
refused to give the IMF the additional financial firepower that it has sought.
That tension was evident in meetings concluding this weekend of the IMF, the World Bank and
representatives of the Group of 20 major economies: Washington’s long delay in ratifying changes
to the IMF’s so-called quota system came under fire
from finance ministers and other officials of many
countries.
Analysts say congressional failure to act on the
2010 IMF reforms has hurt American credibility and
weakened its hand in international settings, such as
the G-20, the main global forum for cooperation on
economic policies.
On Saturday, even as the IMF noted that a

stronger U.S. economy was helping drive better global growth, it said in a statement that it was
“deeply disappointed” by the lack of progress on the
IMF reforms. And the fund threatened to take other
options if Congress failed to sign off on the overhaul by the end of the year. The G-20 issued a similar
message in its communique Friday.
The reforms would strengthen the IMF’s resources and shift some of the fund’s voting power to large
developing countries such as China and India.
The changes wouldn’t erase U.S. veto power in
the IMF or require new money from Washington,
but lawmakers’ concerns about budget deficits
and domestic politics have stymied passage of the
package.

Questions remain days
after day-care crash
Orlando Sentinel

ORLANDO, Fla. — Days after the chaos,
injured children are recovering, a family is grieving and Robert Corchado, the felon accused of
causing the accident that sent a car plowing
into a Winter Park, Fla.-area day-care center, is
behind bars at the Orange County Jail.

But questions stil linger: How did a seemingly simple rear-end collision end so violently?
What motivated the hit-and-run driver to flee
the scene of the tragic accident? Why was a man
with Corchado’s extensive record free in the first
place?
The search for Corchado, which gripped Central Florida, lasted a day.
The crash happened about 3 p.m. Wednesday
on Goldenrod Road, just north of the intersection with University Boulevard.
Albert Dean Campbell, 61, was turning right
in a black Toyota Solara when a silver Dodge
Durango SUV clipped the car’s right rear quarter
panel. The impact spun the Toyota, which shot
forward toward the day-care center, according
to the Florida Highway Patrol.
The SUV’s glancing collision was similar to
a maneuver used by law enforcement in police
chases. The strike causes a vehicle’s rear tires
to lose traction, spin, then veer off as traction
catches again.
According to FHP Sgt. Francina Ogburn, a
traffic-homicide investigator, the Solara went
all the way through the wall of the building and
crossed the room, coming to rest near an opposite wall.
Ogburn and FHP Major Cindy Williams

would not discuss the crash investigation, which
could take months to complete. But Williams
acknowledged victims respond in a variety of
ways to the shock of a crash, sometimes stepping on the gas rather than braking.
“It could be, but we don’t know,” Williams
said.

Site of school stabbings
cancel classes
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

MURRYSVILLE, Pa. — Franklin Regional
Senior High School in Murrysville, Pa., will not
hold classes today, a district administrator said
Saturday.
The school was the site of an incident in which
a student went on a stabbing spree, injuring fellow students, apparently at random. Alex Hribal,
16, has been charged with attempted homicide
and aggravated assault in the Wednesday knife
attack at the school that left 22 people injured.
Four of the injured remain in critical condition.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune wire
services.
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Former HP head gives tips for success
Carly Fiorina elaborates on her business experiences and the issues of living in an age of information
By Kelsey Beckett
The Breeze

Carly Fiorina, the former president and
CEO of Hewlett-Packard, spoke in Wilson Hall on Wednesday. She was the first
woman to lead a company in the top 20 of
the Fortune 500 companies, and shared a
few stories of her successes and failures as
an individual and a businesswoman.
The presentation was part of the Madison Vision Series at JMU, which brings
motivational and inspirational speakers
to campus.
The presentation, which was sponsored
by The Madison Collaborative, was called
Foundations of Ethical Reasoning. Fiorina
spoke about judgment and leadership, and
how these relate to issues in the working
world.
Fiorina is also a member of JMU’s Board
of Visitors, appointed in 2012 by former
Gov. Bob McDonnell.
There were about 600 students who
attended her speech and another 200
watching online.
“People sometimes ask me what motivates you, and I’ll tell you. There is a look
that people get when they achieve more
than they thought was possible,” Fiorina
said. “Everybody all over the world has that
same look.”
Before beginning her career, Fiorina
earned an undergraduate degree from
Stanford University where she double
majored in medieval history and philosophy, followed by a Masters of Business
Administration from the University of
Maryland and a Master of Science from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
She is engaged in national policy formulation, serving as a senior advisor for
the Center of Strategic and International
Studies.

Megan Trindell / The Breeze

Carly Fiorina speaks at her event in Wilson Auditorium entitled Foundations of Ethical
Reasoning, which was part of The Madison Vision Series. It focused on her journey as a
sucessful businesswoman and leader of a top 20 Fortune 500 company.

During her seven-year leadership at HP,
the technology and services company doubled its revenue to $88 billion a year, and
generated around 11 patents a day.
Named one of Fortune’s 50 Most Powerful Women in Business for six consecutive
years, Fiorina also serves on the Board
of Directors for the Initiative for Global
Development and is a founding supporter
of the African Leadership Academy.
Throughout her college years, she
worked as a typist and later on used this
skill in her first job as a secretary.
Sixth months later, a new opportunity
arose.
“Two men came to my desk and they
said, ‘You know, we’ve been watching you,
and we think you can do more than type
and file,’” Fiorina said. “And that was my
first introduction to business. Because they
saw possibilities in me, I saw possibilities
in myself.”
Fiorina highlighted the problems of living in an information age, in which people
are able to learn anything at anytime.
“If you want, you can find a television
station that you never disagree with. And
that’s a danger,” Fiorina said. “So here we
are, in this incredible time, a time of great
complexity, a time of great challenge, a
time of great opportunity, but really, a time
of great problems.”
Fiorina also spoke about what she
believes differentiates the United States
from other countries, such as the economic and societal characteristics that make
the U.S. an exceptional country.
“About 250 years ago, two powerful
ideas came together. One idea upon which
our nation was founded — one idea was
that everybody has potential,” Fiorina said.
see speaker, page 4

All-nighter on Warren patio
Students station themselves outside of Warren Hall in anticipation for the release of spring concert tickets

Julia walker / The Breeze

Several students, desperate to get prime seating at the Juicy J and Sage the Gemini concert, sacrificed sleep to stay overnight on the patio of Warren Hall.

By Elizabeth cecchett
contributing writer

Students were ready to risk their mental, physical and
possibly academic well-beings in order to spend all night
on the ground outside Warren Hall. The students gathered
to wait for tickets to the Juicy J and Sage the Gemini concert
taking place on April 24.
Hopeful attendees began lining up on the Warren patio
mid-afternoon last Wednesday to be the first to get their
ticket-ensuring wristbands at 8 p.m. The first 500 to get a
wristband were lucky enough to earn pit tickets. Once they
were handed out, the recipients had to stay until morning.
They started the arduous process of waiting in line with
sleeping bags, textbooks, music, games and other activities
to get a ticket at any price.
“I sacrificed writing an essay to be there and get my ticket,” Akram Abdou, a freshman engineering major, said.
However, much to the relief of the University Program
Board staff, no one brought tents to the event. Ale Buitrago,
the public relations director for UPB, says the no-tent policy

has always been a university rule.
While students were disgruntled by the policy, some
found it reasonable.
“[The no-tent policy] was inconvenient, but I understand
how it would make things more crowded,” freshman marketing major Kevin Lopez said.
The lively music, played by a DJ and the atmosphere of
the campout kept students awake and enthusiastic until the
early hours of the morning. Abdou had a great time in the
beginning of the night.
“There was a lot of music and people to talk to which
hyped me up a lot and gave me the energy I needed,” Abdou
said.
However, what started out to be a promising and fun
night turned into long, cold hours with temperatures dipping into the mid 40s, according to Lopez.
“It was fun hanging out with friends at first, but around 12
a.m. it got really cold. Plus there were no buildings open so
we had to try our hardest to stay warm,” Lopez said.
While some finally submitted to sleep as the night wore
on, the random wristband checks by UPB kept many

students out of a deep sleep.
“Waking people up is not always fun, but their faces in the
morning when they know they’ll get a great seat for Convo
make it all worthwhile!” Buitrago said.
The UPB staff on duty had a similar love-hate relationship with the campout.
According to Buitrago, the wristband checks, cleaning
duties and atmosphere maintenance kept the staff busy.
“There’s so many things to keep track of, but it’s really a
fun time,” Buitrago said.
By early morning, everyone seemed to agree that the
night was well worth it.
Buitrago was surprised with the good spirits that returned
with the sunrise.
“Early in the morning we served breakfast; people were
happier than you’d anticipate at 6:30 a.m. because it really
is an experience you have to have before you graduate!”
Buitrago said.
Contact Elizabeth Cecchett at
ceccher@dukes.jmu.edu.
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panel | Members encourage community to be open and patient with victims

blair rosen / the breeze

from front

case was the scariest part — it took
a week for her to report it to the
authorities.
“I experienced a lot of fear after the
assault. Fear of a lot of things — fear
of pregnancy, STIs — fear of the men
themselves,” Bice said.
When Bice finally reported the
incident, the nurse that she saw was
bothered by the fact Bice did not have
an appointment to the health clinic.
After talking to her school counseling
department and finding that the bestcase scenario was a restraining order,
Bice decided not to make an official
report of the incident. The woman
from counseling told Bice that she’d
be contacted for a follow-up, but she
never heard back from her.
That fear led Bice to leave ECU and
head to Harrisonburg to start her
healing process.
“I am survivor. It’s been a lot of

years but I am still standing,” Bice
said, summing up her experiences
since 2009.
It is reported by RAINN out of
100 cases of sexual assault, only 40
of those will be reported, regardless
of the victim’s gender. Many choose
to remain silent out of fear or safety
concerns. Victims often find themselves needing more than a pat on
the back, but they cannot always find
that support.
Bice related that her biggest need
was a place to be safe. Under Title
IX, a federal law responding to sexual discrimination, it a university’s
responsibility to report any sexual
assaults to the proper authorities.
The JMU Counseling Center hopes to
provide a safe and responsible place
for those who have been traumatized.
“People experience trauma in a
lot of different ways, but we know
at the core of it what they need is
another person who is OK stripping

it all down to ‘what can I do for you
now,’” said Debbie Sturm, a licensed
counselor and assistant professor of
psychology at JMU.
Sturm said the best thing we can do
for victims is to be patient and open.
She related that the most important
thing to do is just to “pause and be
with another person who is in pain,
and find out what they need.”
Josh Bacon, director of Judicial
Afairs, believes that this friendliness
is one of the best qualities of JMU’s
counseling services. They are able to
make any accommodations to victims
who are willing to report their assault
cases. If they don’t want to make
direct contact with their assaulter, or
would rather seek counseling instead
of legal matters, Judicial Affairs is able
to arrange comfortable situations for
victims.
“Maybe they want to share their
story, maybe they don’t. Sometimes they come in and the incident

happened a year ago — sometimes
it happened a day ago. So we are
patient,” Bacon said. “We will follow
up with emails and phone calls in an
appropriate way.”
Judicial Affairs provides support
through the long process of reporting
these crimes. Bacon is proud of how
closely the office works with counseling to put the victim and their feelings
first.
Bacon said he and the other sexual assault panelists wanted to make
people aware of how many resources
are available to students at JMU.
“I think the main thing that stood
out for me was the awareness aspect.
Just letting peoples’ voices be heard
and not be afraid. And knowing there
are a lot of resources,” Adrienne Sandlin, a junior social work major who
attended the panel said. “I didn’t
know how many resources JMU has
— just learning about all the resources we do have available — we have so

many people that are willing to care
and help make a difference.”
As sexual assaults continue to
occur, events raising awareness left
some students frustrated, because
they are not as proactive as they need
to be.
“I am really frustrated because
I think it’s nice to sit here and talk
about the problem, and its need to
change, but people on the lowest
level need to go to these guys, and
call them out — that this is not OK,”
said Lauren Rose, a junior social work
major who also attended the panel.
“I think it is more important to talk
individually, rather than all sit together because we all sit here, and know
we care about it. But the people that
are actually doing it [sexual assault],
don’t care — they are not coming to
these events.”
contact Chris Kent at
kenchris3@dukes.jmu.edu.

BOV | Women’s basketball coach and team get standing ovation from board
from front

Mark Owen / the breeze

Women’s basketball head coach Kenny Brooks attened the Board of
Visitor’s meeting with star players Nikki Newman and Kirby Burkholder.

and fees. While the House of Delegates and Senate have proposed
entirely different figures to JMU’s budget, leaving confusion and
uncertainty among the board, both chambers have agreed upon
more than $88 million in capital projects around campus, such
as renovations to D-Hall and Madison Hall, formerly the RMH
Cancer Center.
Joseph Funkhouser, the BOV’s rector, informed the board
that if the state approves a budget before their next meeting on
June 6, a committee will meet to discuss matters of tuition and
compensation.
“If and when the state has a budget, the executive committee
will be meeting to approve the tuition for next year,“ Funkhouser said. “Each board member will be notified and welcomed to
come to that meeting, but the secretary, Vice President Harper,
will notify each board member when that comes about. Hopefully it will be soon.”
President Jon Alger gave a presentation informing the board
about prospective programs JMU may be considering, the success of the Madison Vision series and the potential use of digital
technology in humanities and social sciences classes.
A highlight of Alger’s presentation was the Valley Scholars
Program, which will work with local school districts throughout
the Shenandoah Valley to identify high-achieving students from
disadvantaged backgrounds who possess academic potential.
If the students chosen for the program are admitted to JMU,
they’ll be awarded full scholarships. Alger said he’s seen the
importance of programs like these during his time at Rutgers
University, and how essential it is to encourage these middle
school students to work hard early on.
“It is an enormously impactful model that changes lives, and
I watched this happen with the Future Scholars model at Rutgers and school districts that had 50 percent plus dropout rates,”
Alger said. “And virtually every single one of the students in the
first cohort not only graduated, but did go to college and did get
scholarships.”
A pilot for the program is set to begin in the fall. For the first

three years, the program will work with one middle school from
each of the seven cities and counties surrounding Rockingham.
In the fourth year it will expand to include all of middle schools
in the chosen counties. The program is expected to benefit a little
over 400 students during its four-year period.
For Alger, the program requires a level of discourse and
engagement not only on campus, but also in the communities
of prospective students.
“Part of how this works is you bring these students on to a
college campus, so they get comfortable being on a college
campus, starting at a very early age,” Alger said. “So you bring
them to campus, but you also go into their communities as well,
and speak to parents, guidance counselors and their support
networks.”
Guests in attendance during Friday’s meeting included
women’s basketball head coach Kenny Brooks, accompanied
by members of the team, such as redshirt senior forward Nikki
Newman and senior guard Kirby Burkholder. Brooks commented
on the future of Burkholder who is the Colonial Athletics Association Basketball Scholar-Athlete of the Year, and her potential
for a professional career.
“We’re hoping, we’re crossing our fingers,” Brooks said. “Monday is the WNBA draft. She’s borderline. Hopefully she gets
drafted — that she can make a team.”
Following Brooks’ speech, the team was treated to a standing ovation by the board for their determined efforts toward a
national championship.
Ronald Devine, chair to the athletics committee, also reported
to the board that according to Jeff Bourne, JMU’s athletics director, the women’s softball team is in good position to possibly host
a CAA championship following the strong start to their season.
The BOV is expected to meet again on June 6 to discuss pressing issues of tuition, fees and faculty and staff compensation.
Republicans in the General Assembly are calling for a “clean”
budget, which would delay Medicare expansion talks so that
schools and localities can prepare their budgets before July 1.
Contact Patrick Mortiere at breezenews@gmail.com.

Speaker | Fiorina gives eight tips she believes are keys to success
from page 3

“That political idea was coupled with the concept of free markets, where every participant is of equal stature.”
She told the JMU audience, which included faculty, staff,
students and community members, about what she called the
“eight ways to be successful throughout life:”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finding what your gift is, and using your potential
Not letting others define what degree you get
Focusing on getting an education
Not focusing on finding the prefect jobbut rather finding the perfect “job period.”
Realizing everyone is afraid of something
Understanding that tough times will come
Realizing we control nothing
Doing everything in our power to lead.

Students who attended seemed to be motivated by Fiorina’s speech.
Lindsay Combs, a freshman business management major,
thought that Fiorina’s speech was uplifting.
“The fact that she got [to HP] from such a lowly position,
she’s just an inspiration,” Combs said.
Griffith Ridgway, a senior biology and philosophy double
major, also related to her speech as a philosophy major.
“I think one of the things that I found to be most reaffirming is that there’s just been — there are so many ideas about
life, and you run across them as a college student,” Ridgway
said. “It was reaffirming to hear from her certain ideas that
she’s lived out and experienced.”
Leah Poulliot, a sophomore business and media arts and
design double major, related to the leadership position discussed in Fiorina’s speech.

“With the complexities of women and business, I definitely
agree with it,” Poulliot said, in regards to the difficulties of
being a woman in business. “You need to take the challenges
that come, and be the leader that you would want leading
you.”
Fiorina left HP in 2005, after differences arose between
her ideas and the board’s plans to efficiently execute HP’s
missions.
Fiorina ran a campaign in California for U.S. Senate in 2010,
and lost to Barbara Boxer. She is currently the chairperson of
the board of Good360 — described by Forbes Magazine as
one of the world’s largest product philanthropy organizations.
Fiorina’s overall message was one of hard work and determination; she hopes to inspire college students to work to
their fullest potential.
contact Kelsey Beckett at becketka@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Kevan Hulligan | the war room

Stigmas against mental health need to be fixed
Violent outbursts committed by those who are mentally ill would decrease if these illnesses were normalized
The recent mass stabbings at a high school
in Pennsylvania have regretfully reminded
us about the horror and destruction that
one person can inflict on an entire community. Although there haven’t been any
deaths caused by the attacker, 20 people
were injured with four in critical condition.
In similar cases like Columbine, Virginia
Tech, Aurora and Sandy Hook, one key trait
is present in every perpetrator: severe mental illness. Of course, mental health issues don’t rationalize the
violent acts these people committed, but they do impair their
ability to perceive reality and discern what is right and wrong.
While it is true that the majority of people who have illnesses
like those of mass shooters, including schizophrenia and psychopathy, don’t commit violent crime, the fact of the matter
is that society’s stigma against people who have mental illness
drives them to become isolated, antisocial and possibly harbor
fantasies of violence. The National Alliance on Mental Illness
reports that two-thirds of those diagnosed don’t go out and
seek treatment, usually due to society’s stigmas against mental
illness. Changing the way we treat and think about mental illness is vital to stopping further violent outbursts and keeping
our society safe.
Some states have already taken steps that they believe to be
the right course of action. The New York Secure Ammunitions

and Firearms Enforcement (SAFE) Act requires psychiatrists and
psychologists to alert police of patients they believe to have made
violent threats and to have their guns taken away.

The best way to combat the issue of violent
fantasies is to combat the underlying
illness causing them and to help the patient
take charge of their own mental health.
This is, I think, the wrong approach. It not only violates patient
confidentiality, but takes away the safe place where someone
with a mental illness can talk about their issues. Scaring them
away from the psychiatrist, a person who could help them, is not
going to help anyone in any way.
The best way to combat the issue of violent fantasies is to combat the underlying illness causing them and to help the patient
take charge of their own mental health. Many might retort that
telling the police and having their weapons removed could prevent crime before it happens. This argument ignores the fact
that having the psychiatrist or psychologist alert the police to
them will not help their underlying fantasies, and more than

likely exacerbate their condition as well. People with paranoid
schizophrenia, for example, could be under the delusion that
the police are out to harm them. Alerting authorities to private
conversations between the schizophrenic and his or her medical
professional would definitely worsen the delusion.
Any weapon removal should be done by the patient, based
on the advice given by their psychiatrist and with the help of a
friend or family member. As long as it isn’t done by the police,
the patient is able to take an important first step in recovery.
What also complicates things is that society stigmatizes and
ostracizes people with mental illness because of the media circus
that follows every mass shooting. It has become increasingly difficult for them to be open and honest with their family and friends
about their illness, which decreases the likelihood of them seeking treatment for it.
Society conflates someone being diagnosed with certain mental illnesses with being a maniac in the making, ready to snap
and kill at any time. The fact of the matter is that the vast majority
of people diagnosed don’t end up being like Adam Lanza or the
Columbine shooters, but functioning members of society. If we
start treating them with respect and help them overcome their
illnesses, we prevent them from becoming the monsters we see
ending up on the evening news.
Kevan Hulligan is a junior political science major. Contact
Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.edu.

Casey Miller | contributing columnist

New SAT is a step in the right direction
Colleges need to consider the overall student instead of their performance on standardized testing
Most students experience the SAT during their last few
years of high school. We studied for days on end, lost sleep
and eventually forgot what the outside world looked like; all in
hopes of earning a high-enough score to be accepted into the
college of our dreams. For most of us, all of the hard work paid
off. But regardless of whether or not you received the score you
hoped for, I believe we can all agree that the SAT was a huge
stressor in the college application process.

I believe that the new SAT is on the
right path to being able to indicate
the success of incoming freshmen.

Recently, the College Board of Education announced a
fundamental rethinking of the SAT in which they would change
the questions and format in order to create an overall “easier”
test. Although the College Board of Education will keep the new
SAT timed, it does not penalize for guessing wrong, cuts down
the obscure amount of advanced vocabulary and leaves the
essay optional.
As much as I wish this had occurred while I was applying to
colleges, I completely agree that the SAT should be “easier” for
rising college freshmen. Throughout my educational career, I
have come to the conclusion that I don’t do very well on timed
tests. No matter how much I prepare and how much effort I put
into doing well, timed tests such as the SAT never fail to give
me anxiety and almost always result in a lower score than I had
hoped for. I’m sure I’m not alone.
Personally, I didn’t do as well as I had hoped on my SAT. In

fact, I was not immediately admitted to JMU because of it. Yet,
in less than a month I’m going to walk across the stage as a
JMU graduate, not because of the score on my SAT at age 17 but
rather because of the hard work I put into achieving success in
the classroom. What I will remember and what I am most proud
of is what I have accomplished over the years, from my first year
at high school until now, in the final home stretch of my college
career, and not what I received on a timed test in a crowded
cafeteria at 7:00 a.m. as a junior in high school.
The new format may be “easier” than the current SAT, but I
believe there are other more reliable ways to determine whether
students are capable of succeeding at a university. The College
Board of Education now recommends that universities pay
more attention to the grades students receive in their high
school classes as a better predictor of educational success.
The current SAT does little to show how much a student has
progressed in any one subject, which is a huge indicator of
success in the future, and falls short in measuring knowledge on
a variety of subjects, focusing only on math and writing.
If college admission boards would pay more attention to
the grades received in the classroom, and the progression
of success throughout the year, they will have a better
understanding of the drive, ability and work ethic a student
possesses. They will also be able to better determine how much
effort he or she is willing to put into their field of study in order
to be a successful college student. I believe that the new SAT
is on the right path to being able to indicate the success of
incoming freshmen. However, I hope admissions departments
begin to weigh their decisions more heavily on the overall
student instead of how they followed the College Board of
Education’s rules.
Casey Miller is a senior English major. Contact Casey at
millercc@dukes.jmu.edu.

amanda ellison / The Breeze

The SAT will be undergoing some major changes starting in spring 2016.
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A “thanks-for-giving-JMU-a-badname” dart to the three people in the
bookstore who stole Kate Spade cell phone
cases.
From someone who hopes that your
parents taught you better.

A “stay-classy” dart to the five different
people at HHS and Festival who didn’t say
thank you after I held the door open for
them.
From someone who thinks you should
re-do FrOG Week.

A “thanks-for-the umbrella” pat to the
kind gentleman who noticed that I was
walking in the pouring rain and offered me
his umbrella, then walked me to my car.
From someone who has restored hope
that chivalry is not dead.

An “I-thought-JMU-people-werenicer” dart to the guy in Carrier Library
who moved all of my stuff over a table
while I was downstairs printing because he
needed an outlet.
From someone who needed the outlet too.
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Review of “Oculus,” a new horror film, page 8.
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Catching on

Caught a Ghost, a Los Angeles-based band, scheduled to perform at UPB’s Spotlight Series Wednesday

COURTESY OF BBGUN PRESS

Tessa Thompson and Jesse Nolan are part of the group Caught a Ghost. Some of Nolan’s influences include Stax, Motown, Sam Cooke and The Rolling Stones. Their next tour stop is Nashville, Tenn.

By RAVI BHATNAGAR
contributing writer

Bobby Gale, the band’s publicist, said.
Caught a Ghost takes on its lead singer’s personality. Each song has its own unique
sound including trumpet fanfares, synth and guitar. Ever since he was a kid, Nolan has
According to an old saying by blues performers, musicians were “possessed” by been tinkering with musical instruments, even at the behest of his early music teachers.
their performances; this same quote is a part of Caught a Ghost’s philosophy as a
“I was kind of a behavior problem in elementary school … so I got kicked out of
band, as well as their namesake.
specifically music class a lot,” Nolan said.
The musical influence of different genres and styles cannot be understated for this
Caught a Ghost is an indie-electro project made up of Jesse Nolan, Stephen Edelgroup.
stein, Tessa Thompson, Erik Hughes, Tim McKay, Michael
Czaja, Brandon Smith, Justin Glass and Keith Patterson. “There are constant stories at
“It’s a constant evolution honestly,” Nolan said. “You can’t really
They will be performing Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at Tayget fixated on one style of music … then you feel like you wear it
this point of young people who
lor Down Under for University Program Board’s Spotlight
out.”
are doing amazing things ...
He doesn’t view music as a static entity with clear-cut lines but
Series. The setlist consists of songs from their debut album,
rather a world of sounds without boundaries.
“Human Nature” which was released on the first of April.
young people have traditionally
Nolan described his music-making as “an emotional and intuiThe Los Angeles-based band is looking to spread their
been the audience for the
tive process …”
music; hence the cross-country trip to Virginia. Their
music is built with influences from the past but they are
No matter how many different sounds he incorporates, it’s always
music that changes the world.”
fixated on the future.
his sound and the sound of his band that prevails in the end.
“Caught A Ghost is one of my favorite band’s on our
One of the most important aspects of Caught a Ghost is their
Jesse Nolan
roster … I love how their music is a wink to the past while
live performances.
member of Caught a Ghost
“It’s very emotionally unfulfilling watching your numbers grow
looking forward,” Daniel Zimman, the band’s manager,
said.
on Facebook … being able to travel and connect to people on a
Caught a Ghost is spearheaded by a jack-of-all-trades
personal level is everything…” Nolan said.
front man, Jesse Nolan.
In an age of studio recording and the digital distribution of
Nolan is a student of a variety of different musical styles ranging from the Delta music, Caught a Ghost is trying to recapture the intimacy of older music such the
Blues to ’90s rap and plays all of the instruments in the recordings, except for horns blues or Motown. The group hopes to continue touring in the future.
“There are constant stories at this point of young people who are doing amazand a few drums. He is far different than the typical guitar/singer front man archetype.
ing things … young people have traditionally been the audience for the music that
Music has been in Nolan’s life for a while.
changes the world,” Nolan said.
“There are pictures of me sitting in my dad’s guitar case as a baby,” Nolan said.
Using his musical background as a solid base, Nolan has put it to use in his career.
“To me, Caught A Ghost is Jesse [Nolan] … he is the mad scientist behind all of it,” CONTACT Ravi Bhatnagar at bhatnark@dukes.jmu.edu.

Bas is boss

An intricate and in-depth look at the first rapper signed to J.Cole’s record label
By BREANNA GARRETT
The Breeze

energy it gave me to keep pursuing it and just keep
honing [in on] it.

Breanna Garrett, a senior staff writer for The Breeze,
conducted an exclusive interview with Bas, an emcee
from Jamaica Queens and the first artist signed to J.Cole’s
Dreamville Records. Bas was the second to last performance at Madipalooza this past Saturday. His album, “Last
Winter,” will be released April 29.

For those that aren’t aware of who you are
and your music, how would you describe your
sound?

Q:

I know you started writing raps about three
years ago, so what exactly inspired you to
pursue emceeing as a career?

A:

First time I did it, it was a joke. It was really just
for me and the homies to have something to laugh
about when we sobered up the next day. But, I kind
of caught a buzz and it was that one summer on
my birthday, May 27. I DJ’ed a party, we got back to
my friends apartment … he used to love rapping on
Garage Band on his MacBook. We got back about
five or six in the morning and he was like, “Yo, let’s
rap”, and I responded, “Yo, I don’t rap bro, what are
you talking about I’m not a rapper,” and he was
like, “Nah, let’s just do it.” So finally he convinced
me and we ended up jumping on Kanye’s “Breathe
In, Breathe Out,” which was the instrumental from
his first album … then the next day it was fun and
jokes, all the homies really dug it and we had a
good time doing it. So we did another one on Waka
Flocka’s “Oh Let’s Do It,” we got on that beat and
then just through that summer I kept writing. I just
kept getting an itch to write and it was kind of the
first time I found a real form of self-expression and
that got really addictive. The more people heard
it and the more they were impressed, the more

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

It’s like progressive hip-hop in a sense … It doesn’t
sound like anything in hip-hop right now. I work
with a pretty big team of producers and it’s all the
same guys, so we’re all kind of evolving together.
I got Cedric Brown and Ron Gilmore, who I met
through Cole; I also have guys in Paris that I’ve
known forever and they have a very different and
unique sound as well. So it’s fun for me cause I got
this stable [group] of really, really talented producers. So the sound is never static and it’s always new
but they’re all very cohesive. It’s just fun to keep
meeting producers who are like-minded and try to
do the same thing. I don’t like the whole “email me
a beat;” it’s fun that I have some really good chemistry with these guys and we can just get in the studio
and really make the magic happen.
How do you feel about being signed to Dreamville Records?

It’s dope! It’s like it’s supposed to happen this way.
Now it’s a great platform for me to go out there and
grow my fan base, my brand and grow as an artist
musically. I’m real excited about it.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What’s your favorite part about performing in
front of a crowd?

I like the crowd interacting, [I] like me talking to
them and them talking back, and them talking to
me and me listening. Crowd interaction is really a
fun aspect of that. You can always get your personality out, really get to know the crowd and get to vibe
with them, instead of going out there, doing your
raps and routine and then getting off stage. I like
to joke with the crowd, especially college crowds
because they’re always young and full of energy and
you can really vibe out with them.
So your new album “Last Winter” drops April
29, how does this upcoming album differ from
your last mixtape “Quarter Water Raised Me
Vol. II?”

It’s very different. I’d say “Quarter Water” was probably a lot moodier, in a sense. It’s not as empty. Even
though I dig that and I dug that about “Quarter
Water,” but I just wanted to keep evolving and doing
different stuff. A lot of it is influenced by being on the
road and just seeing what translates well at shows
whether it’s bigger hooks or just more music. So
you’re gonna hear that because it’s definitely a more
complete and evolved project. It’s an album. “Quarter Water” was kind of an album but technically still
a mixtape, like there were beats on there that I jacked
off the internet and rapped on them but everything
is original, every song is original and it’s just exciting for me. It’s like another evolution in my sound.
CONTACT Breanna Garrett at
garretbd@dukes.jmu.edu.
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movie review

Songs in the sun

Mirror, mirror
on the wall

Students gathered on Festival lawn to watch various musical acts

Oculus brings the looking glass back to the horror genre
By TRAVIS BARBOUR
The Breeze

The horror genre gained a new addition this weekend with “Oculus,” a psychological
mind-meld revolving around an ominous mirror and two siblings attempting to figure out
what’s real and what isn’t. However, unlike other magic mirrors, this one certainly won’t
tell you you’re pretty.
The film opens in the middle of an obviously threatening situation: children peeking
from behind a door and a man wandering around the house holding a gun. Can’t be good.
It’s obvious from the get-go that these children didn’t have a glamorous childhood. These
suspicions are set in stone when we see a young man being
released from a mental institution at the request of his doctor,
“Oculus”
claiming he has been rehabilitated and no longer a danger to

society. So what exactly happened to those kids?
R 105 min.
“Oculus” cleverly reveals the horrific night that changed
Starring Karen Gillan,
siblings Tim and Kaylie Russell’s (Brenton Thwaites and Karen
Brenton Thwaites, Katee Gillan, respectively) lives forever. But where this film digresses
Sackhoff
from other horror films is the way it plays with perception.
Kaylie, who was never placed in a mental ward after that
mysterious night, believes that an old mirror that hung in her father’s study has some sort
of evil force within it. She believes that it can possess and manipulate those nearby and
that it is the sole perpetrator of the horrifying crimes of their childhood.
However, Tim, who grew up in a psychiatric hospital, has been led to believe that
unexplained suspicions of the mirror’s influence were merely a coping mechanism his
mind created in order to process the terrifying acts he witnessed as a child.
When Tim is released, Kaylie explains that she has tracked the mirror down. As a curator
for an auction house, she requested that the mirror (which we can assume is the sole
reason for her career choice) be left in her care for some minor glass repair.
She uses this opportunity to fulfill a promise she and Tim made to each other a decade
ago: to destroy the mirror and receive closure. Clearly hesitant after receiving years of
therapy, Tim agrees to help his sister. However, instead of getting right down to the bottom
of it, Kaylie takes a scientific approach by setting up cameras, temperature regulators and
other indicators of supernatural occurrences.
By this point in the film, it’s still uncertain whether what happened to the two as
children was the mirror’s doing, or, as Tim suggests, merely their minds attributing cause
to something else. This concept is intriguing and definitely was the standout element of
the film. Sadly, it didn’t last. Well, maybe. Let me explain.
During Kaylie’s “experiment,” weird things begin to happen. What at first seems like
a flashback revealing more about the night from their childhoods turns out to be actual
visions that both explain the cause of their pain and permanently frame the mirror as
actually evil.
This element of the plot is both the strength and weakness of “Oculus.” On the one
hand, the constantly changing time-period/state of mind kept me on the edge of
my seat trying to figure it out, but on the other it was very confusing and sometimes
sloppily executed.
Since the film doesn’t exactly have a definite ending, it’s uncertain whether or not
the evil actually was a product of the mirror or not. Like I said...definitely confusing, but
satisfyingly so.
If you’re looking for a blood and gore type of horror film, you’ll be disappointed.
“Oculus” depends primarily on what-ifs and perception tricks to invoke scares. However,
the film isn’t completely devoid of cringe-inducing gore. There’s one delightfully
frightening scene in which the mirror tricks Kaylie into believing she’s bitten into a
lightbulb instead of an apple. Audible gasps immediately sounded throughout the theatre.
While the film is not particularly a home run, I commend writer/director Mike
Flanagan on being ambitious enough to try new techniques with the genre. Worth
seeing? I’d say so. But due to the confusing nature of the plot, it’s uncertain if the film
will be remembered as a horror classic.
Travis Barbour is a senior media arts and design major. Contact him at
barboutw@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Students and their guests watch musical performances at Madipalooza. More photos online at breezejmu.org.

SABRINA MCCORMACK / THE BREEZE

SABRINA MCCORMACK / THE BREEZE

The lead singer of Magic Man performs at Madipalooza.
Their EP, “You Are Here,” is available for free online.

Ryan Cabrera performs at Madipalooza. Crowds sang
the chorus of his 2004 hit single “On the Way Down.”

SUNDAE
FUNDAY!
Stop by the Clubhouse

Sunday from 2-4

for our OPEN ICE CREAM
BAR! Tour our model home
and sign a lease within 48
hours and get a FREE

furniture package!

410 Copper Beech Circle
540-438-0401
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DON’T MISS A BEAT

Follow us on Twitter @TheBreezeSports
for updates on spring sports.
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WOMEN’S TENNIS (13-5)

Time winding down on an era
Coach Maria Malerba hosts final home match of her 38-year career
By ANDY LOHMAN
The Breeze

MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

Senior Ruxandra Andriescu was one of two honored on Senior Day Saturday at the Hillside Courts.

An era came to an end at the Hillside tennis courts on Saturday evening.
As the sun set, a group of current and former players and their parents gathered
around women’s tennis head coach Maria Malerba to congratulate her on winning
the final home match of her 38-year career.
“She’s been great,” senior Jacqueline Palmucci said. “She’s always very positive
and encouraging. She’ll definitely be missed. She’s definitely been a legend here,
we’ll never forget her.”
Throughout the afternoon, Malerba could be seen rushing around the facility to talk
to various tennis alumnae who had come out to show their support; some women
had been on her team in 1976, the first year she coached.
“Well in one way it’s amazing, and in another way it made me not have to work
as much because I got to gossip,” Malerba laughed about the support of her former
players. “But no, it’s just great seeing them. There are people I haven’t seen in 15 or
16 years and I knew one of my players flew all the way in from Minnesota. So, to have
them here means a whole lot to me.”
While it was a special occasion, there was an important match to be played. After
defeating Radford 5-0 on Friday, the Dukes defeated the Howard University Bison
6-1 Saturday. JMU finished the regular season with a 13-5 record, 2-3 in the Colonial
Athletic Association, before heading into the conference championships at the College of William & Mary next weekend.
Despite the losing record in conference play, the Dukes feel good about the way
they’ve been playing.
“I’ve think overall we’ve done really well,” Palmucci said. “As a team, there’s been
some close matches that we usually pulled out. Compared to the last few years that
I’ve been here, this year we’ve really increased the competition and won matches
that we might not have won in previous years.”
Malerba’s JMU career is not the only one coming to a close. Palmucci and senior
Ruxandra Andriescu played their final home matches on Saturday. They paired together to win their doubles match and then each won their respective singles matches
as well.
“I think this has been one of my best years,” Andriescu said. “I’m just playing really
relaxed and knowing it’s your last one, you just go out and enjoy every minute.”
While both are incredibly competitive and valuable to the team, Palmucci and
Andriescu have two drastically different styles. Palmucci is more laid back on the
court, often exchanging comments with her mom in the stands between points. On
the other hand, Andriescu is a fierce competitor, letting out a scream or two after
smashing a powerful winner down the line.
“[They have a] great work ethic,” Malerba said of her senior class. “Jackie [Palmucci] probably has more wins in singles and doubles than probably anybody else
that I can remember in a very long time. [Palmucci and Andriescu are] probably the
two most competitive people that we have. They will not give up anything. It’s like
every single point that they play matters.”
Although tennis is traditionally an individual sport, JMU has a strong team vibe. In
the middle their own games, players were constantly yelling words of encouragement
to their teammates playing beside them.
“It’s the best it’s been in all of my four years here,” Andriescu said of the team mentality. “I love this team and I’m really happy that I got to spend my senior year with them.”
Going into the conference championship, JMU must continue to exhibit the same
intensity that they’ve shown this season. Many of the matches that they have won went
down to the wire, requiring great focus and drive.
“We have to not be flat,” Malerba said. “These guys need to play with
a lot of intensity, and I know that will come. Whenever you get in a conference tournament type situation, it’s a much more exciting venue than
playing just one dual match … those are the matches you want to play your best in.”
CONTACT Andy Lohman at lohmanar@dukes.jmu.edu.
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BASEBALL (12-21)

Tribe topples Dukes

Floodgates open on JMU’s pitching, William & Mary gets 24 runs in Sunday’s loss
By STEPHEN PROFFITT
The Breeze

Pitching has killed JMU this season. A team ERA of 7.43 heading
into Sunday only escalated thanks to a 24-6 loss to the College of
William & Mary in the rubber match of the series.
“We haven’t clicked on all aspects,” sophomore shortstop Kyle
Weston said. “You have to have good defense, good pitching, good
hitting, two out of those three to win most ball games and I think
a lot of times this year we’ve just had one so you can’t put it all
on [pitching].”
The last time JMU allowed 20 runs was in a May 23, 2013 loss to
William & Mary — a game that saw 39 runs (20-19). Sunday had
the most runs given up by JMU since March 14, 2010, when the
team allowed 29 to Illinois State.
On a beautiful afternoon in the Valley, 1,294 people were in
attendance to witness the drubbing. It was the third-highest
recorded crowd at a home game. All three of the highest game
attendances recorded have been big losses.
Friday’s series opener was pushed to Saturday because of rain,
so the teams proceeded to play 18 innings in a doubleheader. A
six-run fourth inning earned the Tribe a 13-5 win in game one. In
game two, the Dukes trailed by two runs going into the ninth, but
a double by senior second baseman Conner Brown tied the game
at eight, and then a single by Weston gave JMU a 9-8 walk-off win
to split the doubleheader.
“I tell you what,” assistant coach Ted White said. “These guys
work extremely hard and that’s what gets taken for granted. After
the first game yesterday, the only guys who believed that was a
quality game were the guys on the field. No one else did. We were
two hits away from making that first game yesterday a closer ballgame and no one saw that.”
Sunday started optimistically for JMU sunny skies, a walk-off,
come-from-behind win just 16 hours earlier and a chance to take
their second straight Colonial Athletic Association series victory.
“It was going to be a high scoring day, it’s a great day to hit,”
White said. “When you can count all 50 stars on that flag, it’s a great
day to hit, especially when the guy’s throwing hard.”
Head coach Spanky McFarland sat in a lawn chair, just behind
the left field foul pole for Sunday’s game; he was ejected in the
second game of Saturday’s doubleheader, forcing him to sit out
Sunday’s rubber match per CAA rules. White was in charge of the
moves for the Dukes in McFarland’s absence.
Sophomore right-hander Mark Gunst took the mound for JMU,
but his outing was short-lived. So was the story of the day for all
JMU pitchers. He gave up six earned runs on five hits in two-thirds
innings pitched. That led to senior right-hander Trent Cundiff.
He went one and a third innings, allowing three runs. Redshirt
junior right-hander Michael Howerton gave up four runs in 17
total pitches, upping his ERA to 22.65.
This trend continued as it took eight JMU pitchers to complete

MEGAN TRINDELL / THE BREEZE

Redshirt junior Michael Howerton delivers a pitch in Sunday’s loss to William & Mary. Howerton gave up four earned runs in the third inning.

Sunday’s nine innings. Six of those eight allowed multiple runs to
the lethal Tribe lineup.
“There’s always a chance with us,” Gunst said. “We have a bad
first inning, give up four or five runs and our hitters can bail us
out. We just didn’t bring it today.”
Gunst said he doesn’t believe he’s ever thrown a game where
he couldn’t get out of the first inning. When asked whether this
was the worst he’s ever pitched, he replied, “Yeah, absolutely, it’s
pretty terrible.”
Coming into Sunday, the Dukes ranked last in the CAA in team
ERA and opponent batting average (.338). Their ERA is 1.95 points
higher than the University of Delaware’s, the next-best team in the
league. As of Sunday evening, the Dukes had given up 302 runs in

the season while plating 204 of their own.
“We’re not blind to our ERA or our stats or anything,” Gunst said.
“We can’t pay attention to that kind of stuff.”
The offense is there for JMU, but a remedy for pitching is needed and it’s needed fast. The Dukes registered six runs on 15 hits
Sunday. On paper, these offensive numbers are solid and would
typically correlate to a win. Look just inches up on the Eagle Field
scoreboard, and you’d be blown away by William & Mary’s 23 hits
on 24 runs Sunday.
Senior right fielder Tyler Gregory went 2-4 on the afternoon,
knocking in three RBI’s. Junior center fielder Kevin Husum went
see BASEBALL, page 10
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men’s tennis (8-11)

Dukes knock out Spiders

JMU gets 4-3 win over Richmond to finish regular season Saturday
Men’s tennis wrapped up the regular season with a
4-3 non-conference win over the University of Richmond at home Saturday. The Dukes will now head
into next weekend’s Colonial Athletic Association
tournament 8-11 overall and 2-2 in conference.
JMU won four straight individual matches to claim
the match after losing the doubles point. Freshmen
Brett Moorhead, Miljan Ruzic and Niels Kathol, along
with sophomore Maxi Branth, all won their respective singles matches.

Ruzic’s and Kathol’s matches both went to three
sets, with Ruzic saving it 7-6 (7-4), 2-6, 6-4 and Kathol
winning 6-3, 1-6, 6-1.
The Dukes’ top two seeds, No. 1 sophomore Robert
Stirling and No. 2 freshman Sebastian Salinas, were
both defeated in three sets.
JMU starts play in the CAA championships Friday
at the College of William & Mary.
- staff report

LEFT Sophomore Maxi Branth and freshman Alex Berdnikoff lost their doubles match 8-4 Saturday on Hillside Courts.
RIGHT Sophomore Robert Stirling lost his singles match in three sets, but JMU won the match 4-3 overall.

Photos by Lauren Gordon / The Breeze

football | ‘The thing is, they let us play. That’s what I like’ - Marlowe

Lauren Gordon / The Breeze

Sophomore Khalid Abdullah (32) led all backs with 31 rushes for 113 yards and two touchdowns Saturday. But the purple team beat the gold 76-51.
from front

of who’s going to be the starter through training camp,” Withers
said. “Those guys, they’ll compete all summer, work all summer,
and then go into two-a-days and compete for the job.”
Lee said he’s getting a good grasp of the playbook, and it played
to his advantage. He also said that the run/pass ratio will be about
50/50. The Dukes showed a fairly traditional spread look on offense
Saturday.
“Today it was able to slow down. Everything was able to come
together,” Lee said. “It wasn’t exploding in my head. I got a good
grasp of the offense, and it’s certainly a good feeling to have a good
grasp of the offense going into the summer.”
Accompanying the quarterbacks in the backfield were sophomore running back Khalid Abdullah (gold) and redshirt senior
running back Jauan Latney. Latney wore a white jersey, making
him eligible to play for either team, but he ran the ball exclusively
for the purple side.
Redshirt freshman Cardon Johnson started at running back on
the purple team, but left early with what Withers said is either a left
ankle or Achilles injury. Johnson will be further evaluated, but he
was in a boot and on crutches by the end of the game.
Abdullah led with 113 yards on 31 touches and two touchdowns.
Latney had 17 rushes for 54 yards.
“I think the one thing that we’re trying to do is make sure we’ve
got the best out of our backs this spring,” Withers said. “And I felt
like we did. We know who can do what, and now we just have to
add some of the young guys to the mix.”
Withers also said he would ideally like to have five different

running backs with different abilities, but that’s a “Christmas
wishlist.” He and his staff will keep searching to bolster that position.
The receiving corps suffered from multiple dropped passes Saturday, and Withers said they’re “still a very inconsistent group.”
Paired with Lee on the purple side, redshirt junior Andre Coble led
all receivers with eight receptions for 76 yards and a touchdown.
Tight ends are in similar positionat the moment. Redshirt junior
Deane Cheatham and redshirt freshman Brandon Brown are the
top two there, but Withers is still looking for an expanded skillset
at that spot.
“We want to be more dynamic at that position, so they’re adequate for what we do, but they’re not exactly what we want totally,”
he said. “They’re good blockers, they’re good physical guys, they
work hard. We’d like to be a little bit more dynamic down the field
with the passing game with our tight ends.”
The offensive line is an area where JMU’s options will have to
grow into their roles. Withers said he wants a solid group of eight
to 10 guys that he can rotate there.
“Every day’s like groundhog day for them,” Withers said. “They’re
learning every day how to play that position. So we’re going to continue to grow, and hopefully get better this spring and this summer
with that group.”
On the opposite side of the ball, Withers said his defensive front
will be the strength of the team. JMU will run a base 3-4 formation
this season. Withers was impressed with a litany of options on the
line this spring, including redshirt junior Alex Mosley and redshirt
sophomore Matt Frank at nose guard, and senior Sage Harold, redshirt junior Ascene Jacques and redshirt freshman Evans Osuji at
the ends.

“We’ve got four, five guys up front that have really played well,”
Withers said. “So that, and what we’ve recruited, we feel like that’ll
be a strength of our football team this year.”
The secondary is another area Withers and staff will continue to
look to bolster. Redshirt junior cornerback Abdul Bangura had two
interceptions Saturday, and Withers said he’s also been impressed
by sophomore Raven Greene at safety.
Senior safety Dean Marlowe sat out Saturday with a minor knee
sprain. Marlowe is happy with his new role and autonomy in JMU’s
defense.
“I can use my talents to really focus and go to place to place
where I need to be in,” Marlowe said. “We got safety blitzes and
stuff like that, so I like it a lot. It’s pretty different.”
Both Marlowe and Lee lauded the coaching staff for pushing
them and trying to get the most out of everyone. Lee said he’s never
worked as hard in his entire football career as he has since being
at JMU, and Marlowe said he’s “grown a lot football-wise” over the
past two months.
“Everybody is just stepping their game up a little more. The
coaches have been helping us highly at our game,” Marlowe said.
“And not even just knowing our positions, but knowing all the positions. So you’re not just position-based, but you’re concept-based.
You know the concept of everything. So everything’s been going
good.”
Marlowe also is fond of the freedom he and teammates are getting to develop in their roles.
“The thing is, they let us play. That’s what I like,” Marlowe said.
“They say, ‘If you make a mistake, I’m not going to take you out.
I’m going to keep you in there so you can learn from that’ … That’s
exactly how you learn really, so I like it.”
Withers went into his new job trying to assemble the best staff
possible, and, judging by the players’ evaluations, it appears as if
it’s starting to pay off.
“I think I’ve got the best staff in this conference. I know I do. I
think these guys have a lot of creative energy. They care about the
players that they coach,” Withers said. “They want to develop the
players that they coach. They’ll do anything to find the resources
to develop those players. And I think they understand players both
off the field and on the field.”
As the spring semester winds down, the focus will shift to
summer workouts for the players. Withers and staff have set expectations for as many players as possible staying in Harrisonburg to
lift, run, get on the field, etc.
“I know we won’t have all of them. But our objective is to try to
keep our football team in the summer,” Withers said. “If you look
across the landscape of college football, that’s what everybody does.
You get better between now and August camp more so than any
other time of the year.”
As with any season, there’s plenty of work to be done between
now and the season opener at the University of Maryland on Aug.
30. But Withers and company have their own baseline to work with
now, and that in itself is one thing to cross off the list.
“At least we know where to go from here through the offseason, through the summer workouts and know what we have to
add with this freshman class,” Withers said. “And what we have
to add in the next class. So that was kind of the objective, is just to
know where we are. Know that we’re not going to be able to answer
them all right now. But at least we know where we need to work.”
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at breezesports@gmail.com.

baseball | White says Dukes need to play more-balanced baseball
from page 9
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Sophomore catcher Bobby San Martin heads back to the dugout during Sunday’s game. San Martin homered in the loss.

3-5, upping his team-best batting average to .344.
On the season,19 of JMU’s 21 losses
have come when pitching has given up
five or more runs. More specifically, out
of those 19 loses, 11 times the pitching staff
has given up 11 runs or more.
“Baseball’s going to put you in its place
more than it’s going to give you a great
deal of opportunities,” White said.
While the pitching frustrations continue to mount, the Dukes must keep their
head up as they are surprisingly still right
in the mix at the top of the conference
standings. Sunday’s loss drops the Dukes
to 12-21, 4-4 CAA. Delaware and the University of North Carolina at Wilmington
both lost on Sunday, which allows JMU to
remain in third place in league standings.
“There’s five things you need,” White

said. “You need dominant pitching, you
need timely hitting, hitting throughout the
order, power and speed. I tell you what,
we’re doing a good job of only showing up
and doing one of those every single game.”
The team now hits the road for four
games, beginning Tuesday night at Liberty University. JMU then heads south
next weekend for a three-game series
with the College of Charleston, who sits
atop the CAA.
“We’re a process-based team,” White
said. “There’s not a series that means
more than any other. We need to go down
there and play better baseball for 27-full
innings.”
The process needs reform as an 18-run
loss ruined a beautiful Sunday afternoon
for JMU baseball.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.
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Classifieds

LIKE US

LIKE US

Room available ASAP
in Stone Gate, email graeffat@dukes.jmu.edu for details!

SUMMER14 SUBLET 1BEDROOM 328 Old S High Street
$250 foggjj@dukes.jmu.edu

Massanutten
home
for rent. Contact Mountain Valley Mangement/
Steve Stein

Clean, quiet female
roommate wanted to share
3 bdrm house

3 bedroom house for rent
Devon Lane. 1min to Campus! 240-388-5507

LIKE US

Devonshire
Village
Townhomes! Walk/bike to
campus. Available 20142015. 410-370-5822

Lower rate 3-bedroom
in Aspen Heights. Only
$539/room. Call (540)3309566
Sublease for the Mill
- $380. Starts July 1st. 3
other roommates already
selected. Please contact
stefani.backer@gmail.com
Massanutten condo
for rent first week of May.
Spacious 2-bedroom unit.
434-962-8339 or lsjensen@embarqmail.com.
ROOM
ASPENHEIGHTS
FOR SUBLET: $549mo ne
nejatax@dukes.jmu.edu for
more info
Summer’14 early as May.
1BR1BA North 38 $475/mo.
contact
richa3jm@dukes.
jmu.edu

Reputation
Management Your Online and
ReputationMatters.
888.737.8922

LIKE US
Mobile

Online Backup - Easy
Secure Automatic for your
files 888.737-8922
Shades of Shay Airbrush Tanning Discounts for
JMU! Facebook: ShadesofShayTanning 410-571-4571

LIKE US

DOG-OWNERS!Happy
Hounds Doggie Daycare now
open. 540-560-8530 www.
happyhoundcompound.com
EXTREME ENERGY! Try
Purple Tiger Gone Wild!
Call,text 1-540-280-5458

LIKE US

Three DiLonghi elec.
space heaters. Exel.
cond. $25.00 ea. 833-2610.
For Sale: Polished Pine
Living Room Suite, $150.00,
383-8518
violin, viola, cello.
Bows and strings. 540-8422444
Selner t500 tenor
saxsphone excellent condition $ 900.00 540-8205959

PREGNANT? We are a childless couple hoping to adopt a
baby. Call/text 720-6080143

ON FACEBOOK
TO GET MORE
OF THE BREEZE

Marketing work. pays
$500. 240.388.5507

us at
n
i
Jo
7 TVʼs!

Every Monday night
NFL Sunday Tick
et

Award-winning

Honey BBQ, Old Bay, Garlic
Parmesan, Asian BBQ, Spicy
Ranch, Cajun BBQ
All-day Monday

Cel

ebrating

Live
with Mike Davis
Every Tuesday
at 10 pm

35 cent boneless wings
45 cent traditional wings

years

1625 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA
(in Market Square East Plaza
near PetSmart)
(540) 433-1870
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